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Undervisningssprog
English

Vært
Ph.d.-skolen for kommunikation og humanistisk videnskab

Tilmelding
You apply by sending an email to keldb@ruc.dk no later than March16. You are also welcome to send questions and inquiries to the same email address.

Kursus starter
07-05-2012

Kursus slutter
09-05-2012

Ects
5 ECTS for full participation

Deltagelseskrav for opnåelse af ects
5 ECTS points is given for full participation (Full credit requires submission after the course of a publishable paper. Partial credit, 3 ECTS, will be given if all the requirements are met except submission of a publishable paper):

• active engagement during the course, including having read all articles that are presented at the course
• submission of a draft paper prior to the course related to the course theme and your PhD research.
• presentation of your paper at the course
• participation in a 1-on-1 meeting with Prof. Jeanette Blomberg where you will discuss your thesis topic and research
• completion of a final and revised edition of your paper after the course, reflecting on the relations between the course material and your PhD research (required for full credit, 5 ECTS)

Ekstern underviser
Prof. Jeanette Blomberg, IBM Research Almaden.

Jeanette Blomberg is a Research Staff Member and Program Manager for practice-based service innovation at IBM Research. Her research explores issues in social aspects of technology production and use, ethnographically-informed organizational interventions, participatory design, and practice-based service innovation.

Prior to assuming her current position, Jeanette was a member of the Work Practice and Technology group at the Xerox Palo Alto Research Center (PARC), Director of Experience Modeling research at Sapient Corporation, and Industry-affiliated Professor at the Blekinge Institute of Technology in Sweden. Jeanette’s current research is focused on interactions among IT service providers and their clients and the design and implementation of enterprise-wide work standards in IT outsourcing services. Jeanette is on the advisory board for the IT University of Copenhagen and the Ethnographic Praxis in Industry Conference (EPIC). She is an active member of the Participatory Design community, having served as Program Co-Chair twice, reflecting her strong commitment to the importance of involving people in the design and implementation of interventions that affect their lives.

Jeanette received her Ph.D. in anthropology from the University of California, Davis and before embarking on her career in high tech she was a visiting professor and lecturer in cultural anthropology and sociolinguistics at University of California, Davis.

Forudsætninger
The course is limited to a maximum of 8-10 participants. The course is funded by the DaRSIS network and Roskilde University, thus students from the DaRSIS network and Roskilde University have priority. We welcome PhD-students from other universities, but your research needs to be empirically based i.e. you need to have conducted field work prior to the course and include it in the paper you submit. The course includes lunch.

Indhold
This course will provide participants with a practical understanding of the connections between defining a research problem, designing field research to address the problem, collecting field data, analyzing qualitative data, and organizing results for the written thesis. Particular attention will be paid to connecting ethnographic research and design.

The course is structured to allow participants to present their thesis research at various stages of completion, from initial definition of a research problem to writing up the final results. Participants will be able to learn from both the experiences of Prof. Jeanette Blomberg who has been conducting ethnographic, field-based research for more than 25 years and from the other participants in the course.

Topics that will be addressed in the two lectures given by Professor Jeanette Blomberg include:

• Defining a problem statement and bounding the research study
• Connecting the chosen research area to existing literature and theory
• Designing data collection strategies
• Practical issues of doing field-based research
• Analyzing qualitative data
• The role of improvisation and iteration in data collection and analysis
• Design intervention as “part of” the field study
• Structuring the thesis to have manageable parts?

In addition to the lectures given by Professor Blomberg, each participant will lead a discussion of a selected paper from the reading list below and will present an aspect of their thesis research (e.g., the research design and problem statement, a working chapter of the thesis, a paper based on their thesis research). The course is intended to help participants manage the sometimes daunting task of conducting original research toward the goal of a completed thesis.

Kursudage
7-9 May, 2012

Kursusform
The course is made up of three elements:

Prof. Jeanette Blomberg will give two lectures: a) Problem-oriented research: Linking problem statements with research design b) Improvisation, iteration and intervention: Linking data gathering, data analysis and writing - Discussions based on the assigned readings (see list below). Participants are expected to have read all readings before the course. Participants will prepare for a 25 min. discussion of a paper from the reading list. It is important, that time is spent framing the discussion of the paper as opposed to presenting “what the article is about”. - Paper presentation by the participants based on their PhD research. Participants should submit a draft of an article/work-paper/chapter from their thesis/etc. two weeks before the course. The paper will be presented and discussed at the course and one participant will be assigned - together with Prof. Jeanette Blomberg – to give prepared feedback on each paper. - Revising the draft paper. After the course, participants will rewrite the draft paper and submit it (June 18) for review by Jeanette Blomberg who will provide written comments on the final paper.

Litteratur
To ensure that we all gain and learn as much as possible - and to optimize the fun - during the course discussions, it is expected that every participant have read each paper or chapter on a reading list thoroughly.

Required Readings


Additional Required Readings: Depending on number of students these articles will be added


Further Readings


The course is limited to a maximum of 8-10 participants.
Undervisningsansvarlig  Keld Bødker ( keldb@ruc.dk )